Retail’s
Responsible
Reset

The five imperatives for retailers as
they refocus on post-pandemic growth

The new retail world
Covid has changed the retail landscape. The future is uncertain.
Retailers must now embrace a culture of “continuous reset” and reinvention.

Consumer behavior
has changed—
and with it the
cost to serve

47%
in 2020

The home and the local vicinity have
become much more important parts
of the consumer experience.

2x

sales:

63%
in 2025

Percent increase of the
global population shopping online1

Competition for
brand awareness
is intensifying
Walmart nearly doubled
its online sales during
the pandemic 2

Retail giants are
getting further ahead
They’ve used their digital capabilities
during the pandemic to consolidate
their position.

Retailers face a critical choice with digital
marketplaces: compete (and risk losing
a ready-made point of access to digital
customers), or leverage platforms like Amazon
and Alibaba (and risk losing brand definition).
Digital marketplaces continue to dominate
ecommerce, with annual spending now nearly

$2.7 trillion

The pace of change
has increased
exponentially

Organizational
agility is now
essential

Examples include how quickly social
shopping and WeChat Pay have grown
or how livestream shopping has expanded
from China to the US and Europe.

Retailers must have the organizational agility
and technological maturity—especially
cloud—to keep resetting and keep adapting
in line with fast-changing circumstances.

Five imperatives for
post-pandemic growth
1. Reset digital

Align your brand for channelless shopping, while protecting
profit and exceeding customer
expectations.

57.8%

2021 worldwide digital shopper
penetration4

Imperatives include:
Customer
experience

Brand visibility

Channel-less

Operating model

Provide personalized
omnichannel
customer
experiences in
a seamless and
automated way
at scale

Marry convenient
one-click customer
journeys with
creative storytelling
that puts brand
experience front
and center

Ensure that the right
product is available
in the right place,
with all channels
integrated across
customer experience,
merchandising
and operations

Rethink the
organization and
cost structure so
they can be agile
enough to capitalize
on emerging digital
markets while
remaining profitable

2. Reset fulfillment
Activate local fulfillment
and use assets (either yours
or through partnerships with
others) to make it profitable.

Imperatives include:
Predictive analytics
Use intelligent data analytics to predict
how best to serve the most profitable,
highest value customers

49%

Network design
Embed automation and extend or
transform store use (e.g. a warehouse,
pickup location, or dark store)

of retail executives
agree their organizations
are currently meeting
customer expectations
for order fulfillment5

Home delivery
Transparency is key. Include real-time
order tracking and be open and honest
when problems arise
Strength in numbers
Pursue creative partnerships to establish
stronger capabilities at speed and scale

3. Reset sourcing

Rethink the supply base,
focusing on value expansion,
sustainability, transparency,
and surety of supply.

66%

of global consumers report
shopping more responsibly
now compared to pre-pandemic6

Imperatives include:
An ecosystem focus

Digital sourcing

Profitable
sustainability

Surety of supply

Retailers can benefit
from collaboration
on product
development,
planning and
fulfilment

Supply networks
should be ‘asset light’
and prioritize flexibility
as well as optimal
speed-to-market
(recognizing that faster
is not always better)

“Sustainable
is expensive”
is a falsehood.
Sustainability and
responsibility can
be achieved while
reducing cost

Retailers must
reassess and
reprioritize the
risks at each
node of the
supply network

4. Reset talent
Empower a digitally
enabled, data fluent, and
diverse workforce and
culture to enable growth.

Imperatives include:
Workforce and culture
Ensure your workforce is adaptive,
digitally-enabled, data fluent and diverse

Only

57%

Partnerships and flexibility
Choose partners and ecosystems that
strengthen the workforce’s ability to
provide seamless customer experiences

of non-managerial retail workers
believe their potential is being
fully realized at work7

New roles and new skills
Retain and upskill your existing people,
while hiring new talent in an employeeled marketplace

5. Reset data

Treat data as a strategic asset—
and use it to drive decisionmaking at speed and scale.

Only

21%

of retail executives
say big data
analytics is used
extensively across
their organization8

Imperatives include:
Data that matters

Cloud at scale

Intelligent insights

Data literacy
and adoption

Recognize that
as little as 5 to 10
percent of the data
typically drives
90 percent of the
business value

Prioritize data lineage
and data governance
in the cloud at
scale—focusing
on maintaining the
quality of critical
data elements

Create a mosaic
of cloud-based data
services supported
by agile DevOps
and MLOps

Ensure data
insights are not
only generated
but used to guide
decisions across
the business

For more information, visit

www.accenture.com/retail
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